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1. INTRODUCTION 
If $: F ---f G is a map of free modules of finite ranks nz and n over a commutative 
ring R, we have the induced maps At $: At F + At G and the associated maps 
I,&: (At G)* @ AtF + R, where X* means Hom,(X, R). The image of & in R 
is denoted by It($) an d is called the ideal oft x t minors of +. 
Suppose that FO and G, are free modules over a commutative ring R, , and 
that R = S(F, OR0 G$), the symmetric algebra over R, of FO @ G$. We have 
the map &,: F,, + F, @ G$ @ G,, defined by 
where Co0 is the element of G$ @ G, corresponding to the identity map of G, 
to Go under the natural isomorphism 
Hom(G,, , G,) w G,* @ G, . 
Observing that R is a graded ring with R, = F,, @ Gi, we see that the map $,, 
induces a homogeneous map of degree 1 
+:F+ G, 
where F = R OR, F,, and G = R OR0 G, . The map $ is simply the composition 
where p is multiplication in the graded ring R. The map 4 is called the generic 
m x n matrix over R, , and the ideals I,($) are the ideals of t x t minors of the 
generic matrix 4. 
A long-standing problem has been to find a resolution of the ideals I,(#) when 
+ is generic. Lascoux [7] (see also Nielsen [S]) has done this when R, contains 
the rational numbers Q, but his techniques do not extend to the case when, say, 
RO = 2 (the ring of integers). On the other hand, if t = n < m, the Eagon- 
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Northcott complex [6] is kn own to provide a resolution no matter what the ring 
R, . It therefore seemed worthwhile to see if there were some context in which 
the Lascoux approach overlapped that of Eagon-Northcott, and it is the purpose 
of this note to indicate this overlap. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall review some of the basic facts and definitions which we 
will need. Where no proofs are given, references will be cited. 
DEFINITIONS. Let n be a positive integer. Apartition of weight n is a decreasing 
sequence of positive integers I = (il ,..., i,) with il > iz > ... > i, > 0 such 
that i1 + ... + i, = n. We denote the weight, n, of I by 1 I I. To each partition, 
I, of weight n, we associate its transpose f = (jr ,..., j,), where j, is the number 
of integers i, such that ir 2 k. 
If we associate to the partition I the set S, of points in the plane S, = 
((x, X)/O < A < p - 1,0 < x < i+, - l}, we see that the top row of this set 
has ir elements, the second row down has i, elements, etc. In the transpose 1, 
the integer jr is seen to be the number of points in the leftmost column of the set 
S, , the integer jz to be the number of points in the next column over, etc. 
Thus we clearly have 
jl=stj2>...>jt, t = 11) and jr + ... +jt = n, 
and 1 is also a partition of weight n. We see too that I* = I. 
IfE’is a free module over a commutative ring R and I = (il ,..., iJ is a partition, 
we define A,(F) to be Ai1 F OR ... OR Aiq F; S,(F) = f$F OR .*. OR Si$ and 
Di(F) = D,,F OR ... @JR DiuF, where D,F is the kth divided power module of F 
(see [3] for a description of D(F)). 
Given the module F and the partition I, we want to define a map 
W): 4(F) - W-9. 
To define this recursively, we first introduce some auxiliary notation. 
Letting I = (il ,..., i,) and f = (j, ,..., it), we denote by I - 1 the partition 
(ii ,..., ii,) where q’ = jz and i; = iti - 1 for k = I,..., q’. I - 1 is clearly a 
partition whose weight is 1 I / - p. It is obvious from the definition that= = 
( j2 ,..., it). 
To define the map A,(F) above, consider the map 
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defined as the following composition of maps: 
il i, 
A,(F)= ~\F~...OAF~F~‘~‘FOFO~~‘F~... 
The map d : A” F + F @ At-l F is the appropriate component of the diagonal 
map on A F, 0 is the isomorphism commuting the F terms past the Ai-lF terms, 
and p is the multiplication fromF @ ... @ F to Si,F (recall thatj, = 4). 
Assuming that we have defined maps h,(F) for all partitions J of weight less 
than / I /, we have the map 
and we define A,(F): A,(F) -+ S,(F) to be the composition 
sr h(F) __ + 8,1(F) 0 -4-l(F) =, $1(F) @ S&F) = SJ(F). 
As there is only one partition of weight 1, we denote it by 1 and define A,(F) 
to be the identity. This completes the definition of the map A,(F). 
We may similarly define a map 
and it is easy to see that 
K,(F): Q(F) - A,(F) 
W)* = q(F*), 
after identifying Di(F*) with S,(F)* and Ai (F)* with Ai (F*). 
DEFINITIONS. If F is a free R-module, and I is a partition, we define 
L,(F) = Image h,(F), 
K,(F) = Image q(F). 
L,(F) is called the Schur functor corresponding to the partition I, and we will call 
K,(F) the coSchur functm corresponding to the partition I. 
It is proved in [l, 91 that L,(F) and K,(F) are always free R-modules and, in 
fact, L,(F)(K,(F)) is a direct summand of Sf(F)(A,(F)). Moreover, K,(F*)= 
L,(F)*- 
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To motivate the next bit of notation, we will look at an example. Suppose 
Then 
1 = ($4 1, I,..., I), where pal. 
x 
I = (q, 1, l,..., l), 
-yi7 
and h,(F) is a map from 
to S,F@F@ ... OF. 
q--l P-l 
A simple calculation shows that h,(F) is actually the following composition: 
where u is induced by multiplication, a is the Koszul complex boundary map, 
v is the switching isomorphism, and w is induced by diagonalization. Thus, since 
w is a monomorphism and u is an epimorphism, we see that L,(F) w L,e(F) 
as defined in [3]. Similarly, K,(F) M &p(F) as in [3]. 
The partition1 = (p, I ,..., 1) is known as a hook, in fact, as a (p, q)-hook, and 
we will now introduce notation to emphasize the hook characteristics of a 
partition. 
Suppose I = (i1 ,..., b z ) is a partition, and let p, = iI , p, = ia - l,..., p, = 
ik - (K - I), where K is such that il, - (k - 1) 2 1, but ik+l - k < 0. If 
f = (jl ,...) j,), it is easy to see that jlc - (k - 1) > 1, but jk+r - K < 0, so we 
set q1 = jl , q2 = jz - I,..., 4/e = j, - (k - 1). Thus the partition I determines 
the two sequences of strictly decreasing positive integers p, > p, > ... > p,; 
q1 > “’ > qk . Reciprocally, I may be recovered from this pair of sequences. 
Namely,i,=p,,i,=p,+l,..., i,=p,+k-l,ik+l=kforZ=l ,..., qk-1, 
iktl = k - 1 for I = qli, qk + I,..., qkP1 - 1, ili+l = k - X for 2 = qk--l+l ,..., 
Pk-A - 1. 
The pair of sequences (p, ,..., p,; ql ,..., q,J describes the partition I as a 
( p, , q&-hook surrounding a ( p, , q&-hook surrounding a ( ps , qs)-hook, etc. 
The hook notation has the advantage that if I is given by (p, ,..., p,; ql ,..., qlc), 
then 1 is given by (ql ,..., qk; p, ,... ,p,).Notetoothat 111 =p,+...+p,+ 
41 + ... + qk - K. The integer K is called the size of the Durfee square of the 
partition I. 
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Notation. If ( p, ,...) p,; Qr ,..., Q~) is the hook description of the partition I, 
we denote L,(F) by Lt;X&$F), and K,(F) by K~;:$+(F). This notation is con- 
sistent with that of [3] when K = 1, as the example above indicates. 
Using this hook notation, it is now easy to describe the terms of the complex 
introduced by Lascoux in [7]. We assume that F and G are free modules of 
ranks m and 11, respectively, over a commutative ring R, and that R contains the 
rational numbers. We assume too that +: F ---f G is a map, and we want a complex 
of free R-modules: 
0-t Y,-+ ee-4 Y2-+ Y,dR 
which wilI be a resolution of R/I,($) un d er suitable conditions. In particular, 
we want Y = (m - t + l)(n - t + 1). What Lascoux does is take 
where I runs over all partitions of weight I, and ( p, ,..., p,; q1 ,..., qk) is the hook 
description of the partition I. 
Whenl=l,weget 
y 1 = L;+t-lG* @L:+-F = A G* @ i F. 
For 1 = 2 and 3 we get 
y2 = L2,+-G* @ LFt-lF @ L;+t-lG* @ L2;tt-lF 
t+1 t+1 
= AG*~L,~FQL,~G*BAF, 
_ L:+t-lG* @ L;+t-1F @ L;ft-lG* @ L;+t-lF @ ,;,t-lG* @ L;+t-‘F 
LR - 
tt2 t+2 
= /\ G* @L;F@L;+lG* @L;+'F@L,tG* @ r\F. 
Note that so far we get nothing but tensor products of hooks because partitions 
of weight less than 4 have Durfee square 1. But for I = 4 we obtain 
t+3 
Y, = /j G* @L;F @Lt,+'G* @L;+lF@LylG* @L;+2F@L;G* 
with Lz tG* @ LF tF the first “nonhook” term to appear. 
We will not make the boundary maps in the Lascoux complex explicit, as 
they are rather complicated as stated in [7j (and also in [8]). Of course, the map 
from Y1 to R is the obvious one (namely, the map $& of the Introduction), but 
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the others depend for their definition upon the fact that R contains Q. In fact, 
it should be kept in mind that this assumption on R is what makes it possible 
to describe all the terms in the complex using only Schur functors, rather than 
coSchur functors. 
ToseethatY,=Ofor1>(m-t++)(n--+l),notethatp+t-1 < 
n = rank G* and q + t - 1 < m = rankF if 
Note also that K < p, and k < ql . Hence we see that for given Durfee square K, 
the maximal weight of a partition will occur when 
pi = n - t $ 1 - (; - 1) and qi = m - t + 1 - (i - 1) for i = I,..., k. 
The weight in this case is k(m - t + 1 + 12 - t + 1 - k). Since k < min(m - 
t + 1, 11 - t + 1), we see that this maximum occurs when k is precisely the 
minimumofm-t++ andn--t+l.Thus Y,=Oforl>(m--+l) 
(rz - t + 1) and, for I = (m - t + l)(n - t + I), we have (assuming m > n) 
Y, = L;_“;:;::.t,-,,,G* @ L;-:;;::;m-n+tF # 0. 
For 1 = l,..., m - t + 11 - t + 1 and t > 1, I’, contains the submodule X1 
consisting of the sum of those terms which are tensor products of hooks. Namely, 
where 2, is the sum of tensor products of terms having Durfee square larger than 
1 and 
X, = 2 L;$:;G* @Lb-“+%. 
p=1 
It is also possible to see that in the Lascoux complex, the boundary map carries 
x, to Xl-, . 
Now suppose that 1 < t = it < m. In this case, it is easy to see that Y, = X, 
and, in fact, 
ntz-1 
Y, = LL”G* @ A F, for 1 = l,..., m - n + 1. 
These terms are, of course, redolent of the Eagon-Northcott complex [6], which 
we recall here. 
60713411-s 
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Note that if we write KtnG* instead of LznG* (they are, of course, the same in 
characteristic zero), then 
n+z-1 
Y, = KlnG* @ /\ F = D,-,G* @ ;i G* @ “;-‘F 
and the terms of the Lascoux complex are precisely those of (E-N). 
The question now is: Can we define the terms X, in general (i.e., without 
assuming Q C R), and maps X, + X,-i , so that we obtain the complex (E-N) 
when t = n and the terms X, as above in characteristic zero ? The rest of this 
paper is devoted to providing a partial answer to this question. That is, for every t, 
we will define a complex 
(X”): **.+Xtt+X;~l-~ 
and show that when t = n < m, this is indeed the Eagon-Northcott complex, 
and, in characteristic zero, it is probably the same as the subcomplex (X,} of 
{Yr} for all t. 
3. THE COMPLEX 
In [3] it was shown that if F is a free R-module of finite rank m, and 4: F --+ R 
is a map whose image is an ideal of grade m, then the sequence 
O-Ltm(F)- ... --+ Li3(F) ---+ L;(F) - S,(F) -5 R CC) 
is exact. The map 4: S,(F) -+ R is S,(4), after identifying S,(R) with R itself. 
The maps L,“(F) -+ Lf-l(F) are induced by the map 
;;, F @ S,-,(F) aWQ1 l TF@ S,-,(F), 
where a(+): AkF + Ak--l F is the Koszul complex map corresponding to the 
map $:F -+ R. 
If I = Im(4), then (C) provides a free resolution of R/It. 
Now suppose that F and G are free R-modules of ranks m and n, and that 4: 
F + G is a map such that the image of the induced map 4’: G* @ F -+ R is an 
ideal of grade mn (this is the case when (b is the generic m x n matrix over R, 
as described in Section 1). Then the complex (C) becomes, in this case, 
O-+Ly(G* @F)--+Ly-l(G* @F)- . ..-+L.2(G* OF) 
- S,(G* OF) -% R. (D) 
To illuminate this, consider the matrix (Xii) describing the map 4. Then the 
image of G* @F--t R is simply the ideal, I, generated by the elements Xij . 
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The image of S,(G* OF) --+ R is the power of the ideal It. (In the generic case, 
R = R,[&] and the Xij are indeterminates over the ground ring R. .) Since the 
ideal It is generated by the monomials of degree t in the elements Xii , it is clear 
that the ideal I8 , the ideal generated by the minors of q5 of order t, is contained 
in It. If we map At G* @ At F into S,(G* @F) by sending g, A ... A g, @ 
fi A ... hft to det(g, @ fJ, this map gives a monomorphism of At G* @ At F 
into S,(G* OF), and the map $ restricted to the submodule At G* @ At F 
maps this module onto It , 
The embedding of At G* @ At F into S,(G* OF) is just the first step in 
constructing the “standard basis” for the ring S(G* OF). It has been shown 
in [l, 4, 5, 91 that there is a filtration of S,(G* OF) whose associated graded 
module is 
C LAG*) O-W), 
where the sum is taken over all partitions I of weight t. Taking the partition 
I = (t) gives the inclusion described above. 
There is a similar “standard basis” theorem for A (G* OF) which asserts 
that there is a filtration of At (G* OF) w h ose associated graded module is 
C WG*> 0 -h(F)> 
where the sum is taken over all partitions I of weight t [l, 91. Again, letting the 
partition I be (t), and observing that 
(i) = (1, I,..., 1) 
T 
so that K,r,(G*) @ Lt,)F = D,G* @ At F, we can make explicit the embedding 
of D,G* @ AtF in At (G* OF) as follows: If H is an element of D,G* and 
fi A . ..AftanelementofAtF.wesendH@fI~*..Aftto 
where { yr ,..., y,] is a basis for G, {yr ,..., yn} the dual basis for G*, and aHlay 
is the action of an element y E G on an element HE DG*. We could, of course, 
define this map without selecting a basis, but this would involve the introduction 
of even more notation and, for computational purposes, the above form is most 
often used. (What is involved it a t-fold diagonalization: 
We can apply the observation that At G* @ At F lies inside S,(G* OF) in the 
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following way. For each k, the module L,“(G* @ F) is contained in 
Ak-i (G* OF) @ (S,(G* @ 8’). In fact, it is the kernel of the map 
k-l k-2 
A (G” OF) @ S,(G* @F)- A (G” OF) @ S,+,(G* OF). 
Since At G* @ At F is in S,(G* @ F), we may define 
Xk* = L,t(G* OF) n (x (G* @I?) @ i G* @ ;\F]. 
An alternative definition is 
k-l 
Xi=Ker A (G*OF)~j\G*O~~-k~2(G*OF)OS,+,(G*OF). 
t 1 
Note that when k = 1, Xrt = At G* @ AtF, and that when t = I, Xkl = 
hk (G* OF) for all k. For the moment, we will put aside the question of whether 
the Xkt are free R-modules. However, when R = Z[XJ, it is clear (by flatness 
of R over 2, and the fact that subgroups of free abelian groups are free) that 
Xkt is a free R-module for all k and t. 
Our next observation is that the map L,“(G* OF) + Lf-l(G* OF) in our 
complex (D) restricted to the submodule Xfit, maps Xkt to Xi-r . For we have 
seen that this map is induced by Ak-l (G* OF) @ S,(G* @F) -+ac+)@1 
Ak-l (G* OF) @ S,(G* OF) and clearly the submodule Ak-l (G* @ F) @ 
At G* @ AtF is carried to Ak--2 (G* OF) @ At G* @ AtF. Consequently, 
we obtain a complex 
(Et): . ..-fX~i-X~-l-f...-X2t-~G*O~F~R 
defined over any commutative ring R. When t = 1, this is just the Koszul 
complex associated to the map G* @F + R. What we will prove in the next 
section is that when t = 1~ = rank G < rank F = m, then (E”) is isomorphic 
to the Eagon-Northcott complex (E-N). 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let R be a commutative ring, F an R-module of rank m, and G an R-module of 
rank n. We will define the module XL+,(F, G) as follows: 
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where, as in the preceding section, we regard At F @ At G as a submodule of 
S,(F @ G). Here 1 < t < min(m, n) and JE > 0. 
LEMMA 4.1. X;+,(F 0 R, G) w X;+,(F, G) 0 Z.,“=,, .&(F, G), where 
-Zi,,(F, ‘3 
k--l t-1 t+1 
A (FOG)@ AF@A 
The map pi,, above is the composition 
k-l t-1 t+z k-l-1 1-l t+z 
A(FOG)O/\W3/jG~ A (FOG)OQ3GO/\FO~G 
k-l-l 
-s A (F @ G) @L;-‘F @Lr’G, 
where a is induced by diagonalization of II-1 (F @ G) into A7+-1 (F @ G) @ 
(F @ G), b is simply a rearrangement of terms, and c is induced by the canonical 
surjections of F @ A t-1F onto Li-lF and G @ A tit G onto LF’G. 
Proof. We have the identifications 
~((F~R)BG)- ;~(F~G~~)~~~~~‘(F~G)~~G, 
t+1 
&+d(F 0 R) 0 ‘3 m  St+,P 0 G 0 G) = C St+,@ 0 G) 0 &t(G). 
v=o 
Making these identifications we see that Ak ((F @ R) @ G) @ A\f (F @ R) @ 
At G breaks up into a sum of terms 
k-Z+1 2-l t-1 
A (F@G)@AG@/jF@iG for Z=l,...,k+l 
and 
k-l 
/\(F@G)@~G@~F@~G for 1 = O,..., k. 
Under the map 
~:(FoR,G): ~\((FoR)oG)o~\(F~R)B~G 
k-l 
- A ((F 0 R) 0 G> 0 &+,((F 0 R) 0 G), 
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the terms above get mapped as follows: 
k--l+1 Z-l t-1 
A: A (F@G)@/jG@I\F@AG+kr(F@G)@l;G 
k-l Z-1 
0 St-,P 0 G) 0 S,G 0 /j (F 0 G) 0 A G 0 S,(F 0 G) @ G; 
k-l 
B: A(FoG)~/\Go~F~~G-~(FoG)o’~G 
k-Z-1 
0 W 0 G) 0 G 0 A (F 0 G) 0 i G 0 S,+,(F @ G). 
The map B is straightforward. The first component is simply diagonalization 
of AZ G to AZ-l G @ G and embedding At F @ At G in S,(F @ G), while the 
second component is the map &,,(F, G), tensored with AZ G. To understand 
the map A, we see that we have At-l F @ At G contained (via the diagonal on 
A G) in At-l F @ At--l G @ G which we then think of as a submodule of 
St-,(F @ G) @ G. The first component of the map A then corresponds to 
diagonalization of AZ-l G to Az-2 G @ G, and multiplication of G @ G to 
S,(G), and the second is the restriction of our map, Si:i+l(F, G), tensored with 
/II-l G. 
We therefore see that the map akt(F @ R, G) breaks up into the direct sum 
of the maps 
k-Z+1 Z-l t-1 
A (FOG)O/\GOAF~~G~~(F~G)~AGO~\FO~G 
1 
az 
k-Z+1 1-2 k-l Z-l 
A (FOG)OAGGSt_,(FOG)OS,GO/\(FOG)O/\G 
k-Z-1 
0 StP 0 G) 0 G 0 A (F 0 G) 0 i G 0 St,,(F 0 (3, 
where the sum is over I = 0, l,..., k + 1. Thus, the module Xi+,(F @ R, G) is 
the direct sum of the kernels of the maps 01~ . 
Clearly OL,, is just the map akt(F, G), so we have 
k+l 
L%+l(F 0 R, G) = X:+dF, G) 0 1 W4. 
L=l 
To compute Ker(cy,), first note that by [I!], the kernel of A”-z+r (F @ G) @ 
Al-r G @ At-IF @ At G -+ Ak-l+l (F @ G) @ AZ-2 G @ St-,(F @ G) @ S,G is 
Ak--l+l (F @ G) @ At-1 F @ At+r-l G, where At+Z-1 G is considered a sub- 
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module of Al-l G @ At G by diagonalization. Thus Ker(aJ is seen to be the 
kernel of the map y1 
k-Z+1 t-1 t+z-1 k-l 
A(FOG)OAF@ AG@~\(F@G)@~G@~\F@~G 
k-l l-l k-l-1 
/\(FOG)O/\W3WVW)OG@ A (F@G)@iG 
But now we observe that the kernel of 
k-l 
A(FoG)o~Go~Fo~G~'~'(FoG)o~G~s~+~(FoG) 
is just XL-,+,(F, G) @ AZ G, so that Ker(y,) is the same as the kernel of Si-r , 
where 8; is the map 
k-l t-1 t+1 If1 
~\(FOG)OAFOAGOX~-,(F,G)OAG 
1' 
61 
k-l-l 
/‘, (W&WS,(WG)C3G, 
and we are interested in CFSO Ker(S$ 
Note that the map 8; factors 
k-l t-1 t+2 2+1 
A (F@ G) 0 l\F@ A GOXi-dF~ G) 0 A G 
k-Z-1 Zil 
A (FOG)@ A GOSt(FOG) 
1 
u 
k-Z-1 
A (FOG)O~GO&(FOG)OG, 
where the map u is a monomorphism (obtained by diagonalization of Azi-l G), 
so that we need only compute Ker(8,). 
It is easy to see that 6, restricted to Ak--l (F @ G) @ At-lF @ At+l G maps 
this module into Lf-"(F @ G) @ Az+l G, and 6, restricted to Xi-,(F, G) @ 
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A z+l G is the inclusion into L:-‘(F @ G) @ Ar+l G. Thus Ker(8,) is clearly seen 
to be the kernel of the following map 
k-l t-1 t+2 k-l-l If1 
/\(FOG)O/\FO/jG+ A (FOG)OS,(W3G)O~G 
k-l-l z+1 
- A (F 0 G) 0 Jt(F, G) 0 A G, 
where Jt(F, G) = S,(F @ G)/A t F @ At G. 
From the definition of the map of Ak-l (F @ G) @ At-lF @ At+l G into 
Ak--l--l (F @ G) @ S,(F @ G) @ A1+l G, we notice that the image is actually 
contained in Ak--l--l (F @ G) @ Ii-r @ Azfl G, where in general I,” stands for 
the component of degree v of the homogeneous ideal I, of u x u minors in 
S(F @ G). Thus Ker(8,) is the kernel of the map 
k-2 t-1 N-2 k-l-l If1 
A(WW)O/\FOAG+ A PO G) OIXF, G) 0 A G, 
where Jl(F, G) = Ijml/Itt. 
Using the standard basis of S,(F @ G) [4], it is not difficult to see that 
J;(F, G) m L’,-lF @ L’;lG, 
that the map 
k-l t-1 t+2 k-l-l 
AFWG)OAFFAG+ A (Q3GM3mW',G)OAG 
is the composition 
k-2 t-1 t+z 
/\(FOG)O/\FO/jG 
k-l-l t-1 t-1 2+1 
+ /‘, (FOG)@F@/\F@G@/\G@AG 
k-l-l 2+1 
-+ A (F @ G) @ Lt,-‘F @ Lt;‘G @ A G, 
and that 
k-2 t-1 t+z k-l-l z+1 
/\(FOG)OAFF/jG-+ A (F@G)@Lt,-lF@L;-lG@ A G 
k-Z-1 
A (F @ G) @ Lt,-lF @ Lt,+‘G 
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commutes, where u: Li+‘G + Li-‘G @ AZ-1 G is the map defined in [2]. 
Since this map is a monomorphism, we finally see that Ker(8,) = Ker@i,,) and 
the proof of Lemma 4.1 is complete. 
LettingF and G be as above, consider the map 
or,,,(F, G): i (F @ G) @ A F --+ ‘i (F @ G) @ L,lF @ G 
defined as the composition 
k-l 
-A(F@G)oF&FBG 
t-1 
-+ A (F @ G) @ LSzF @ G. 
In Section 3 we saw that we have a map 
which is a monomorphism. (In Section 3 we wrote the map from D,G* @ hk F 
to Ak (G* OF).) We therefore have a monomorphism 
k+Z 
u~,~(F,G): D,,G@jjF&‘@JG)@jjF 
which is the composition of the monomorphisms 
LEMMA 4.2. The sequence 
k+Z 
O+D,G@ AF-%~,(F@G)@~F ak,z 
k-l 
- A(FOG)OL,IFBG 
is exact. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n = rank(G). For n = 1, this is just 
4.3 of [2], so what we want to show is that 
k-t1 
0-D,(G@R)@/jF-;\(F@(G@R)&F 
k-l 
is exact. 
--: A (F 0 (G 0 R))@L:F @ (G @ R) (*) 
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The map OL breaks up into the direct sum of the maps 
k-j 
vj: A(F~G)B~F~~F 
k-j j-1 k--i-l 
+A(FOG)O /\FGL,"@ A (F@G)@/jF@L,'F@G 
and, by [2], we know that 
12-j j-k1 k-i 
O~A(FOG)OAF~A(FOG)O~FO~F 
k-i j-1 
-+/\(FoG)oAF@L,IF 
is exact. Thus Ker(vj) = Ker(uj) where 
k-i j+Z k-j-l 
uj: A(F@G)@/~F+ /\ (F@G)@AF@L,"F@G 
is the composite 
k-j j+1 k-j 
/\(FoG)o/\F~A(FoG)o~\Fo;\F 
k-j-1 
+ /\ (FOG)@;\F@L:F@G. 
It can be checked that the diagram 
k-j j+l 
A(FOG)OAF~~~'(FOG)O~FOL,~~G 
k-j-1 
A (F@G)@L~,+~F@G 
commutes where Li+'F -+ A* F @ LzzF is the monomorphism we have made use 
of before, so by induction we have that 
kil k-j j+Z 
o--+DkejG @ A F- A\FOG)@A~ 
k-f-1 
-% /\ (F@G)@iG@L,CF@G 
is exact. Since D,(G @ R) = CF=, DkejG, it is not hard to see that (*) is exact. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let F and G be free R-modules of ranks m and n. Then 
X,“,,(F, G) w i\ G @ D,G @ “;2” F for k = 0, 1,2 ,... . 
Proof. If m < n, we know that Xt+l(F, G) = 0 for k > 0, so our lemma is 
true for Itl < n- 1. 
By Lemma 4.1 we know that 
X:+0- 0 R G) = XZ+dF, G) 0 i G,z(F, G), 
Z=O 
where Z&(F, G) = Ker(Akez(F @ G) @ An-lF @ An+l G-+ A*-l-l(F @ G) @ 
L,“-IL @ L:+“G). Since n = rank G, the only nonzero summand is ZF,o , i.e., 
Ker ;~(F&IG)@~~F@;~G 
t 
L ‘i (F @ G) @ L;-‘F @ L,“G 
1 
. 
However, L,nG w G @ An G and the map /3 is obviously the map Q&F, G) @ 
An G with OI~,&F, G) as defined in 4.2. Thus 
k+n-1 
Ker@)=D,G@ A F@iG. 
Since X[+l(F @ R, G) = Xr+,(F, G) @ Ker(& and induction gives 
X;+l(F, G) = ;i, G @ D,G @ “;i: F, 
we have Xz+,(F 0 R, G) w An G @ D,G @ (An+k F @ A*+lr-l F) w An G @ 
D,G @ An+k(F @ R). 
A little more of the same type of argument shows that the composite map 
is the one establishing the isomorphism between D,G @ Anfk F @ An G and 
Xt+,(F, G). (In fact, it is essentially a restatement of Lemma 4.2.) 
Now suppose that 4: F + G is a map. Then, as we saw in Section 3, we have 
the Eagon-Northcott complex 
ntk 
. ..+D.G*@ A FB~~G* 
.,jiG-@;jF+R (E-N) 
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and the complex 
(Xn): -4X;+,(F,G*)-t--X,“(F,G*)+;iG*@;iF-R. 
THEOREM 4.4. The isomorphism 
n+k n 
DkG* @ A F @ A G* -+ X;t,,(F, G*) 
described above yields an isomorphism of complexes 
(E-N) = X”. 
Proof. The only fact that remains to be checked is the commutativity of the 
diagram 
n+7c+1 
Dk+lG*@ /\ F@j;G”+DkC’&ikF@jjG’ 
XiLtF, G*) + &I+,(4 G*). 
For this, it suffices to check the commutativity of the diagram 
n+k+l 
L&G* 0 /\ F @ i; G* ----f D,G* @ nikF @ i G” 
1 1 
CC) 
k+l 
A(FoG*)B~;,F&~G* --,&G)@iF@iG*. 
Because of the commutativity of 
n+k+l 
D,+,G*@ A F@iG* 
ntk 
-dDk+lG*@F@ AF@j;G* 
n+k 
--+D,G*B /\F@iG* 
1 
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the commutativity of diagram (C) reduces to showing that the diagram 
k+l 
&,,G* 0 A F - D,G&F 
1 1 CC’> 
kfl 
A (FOG*)- ~~(FBG*) 
is commutative. We will just outline the proof of the commutativity of (C’). 
The first step is to notice that the map 
k+l k+l 
D,,,G” @I A F % A (F &I G) 
is induced by the map 
D,,,G*@F@&F-%G*@D,G*@F@&F 
-LG*~F@D,G*~~F 
1 
i@lO~~ 
G*@F&F@G*) 
+ 
k+l 
A (F 0 G*h 
where a is diagonalization of D,+,G* into G* @ D,G* tensored with the 
identity, b is a rearrangement of terms tensored with the canonical map of 0” F 
onto At F, and p is the multiplication in h(F @ G*). 
The next step is to observe that (C’) is commutative for K = 0 and K = 1. 
The last step is to use induction on K. 
Remark. The above arguments have shown that the terms Xi+, are free 
and agree with the terms of the Eagon-Northcott complex. What is known 
about Xi+,(F, G) f or arbitrary t is still sketchy, but we will state what is known 
so far. 
Using counting arguments in characteristic zero, it is not too difficult to see 
that XL+,(F, G) is the sum of tensor products of appropriate hooks for k = 
0, I, 2,3 and 1 < t < n. Moreover, assuming that Xl+,(F, G) is what we 
conjecture it to be, Lemma 4.1 would tell us that 
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using the fact that L,u(F @ R) w L,“F @ Au-l F @ S,-,(F @ R). Further 
calculations along these lines indicate that we should have 
k-2 t+v-1 
Z;,,(F, G) M c A F @ Sk-,-~ @L:;;-“G 
“=a 
in characteristic zero. Over an arbitrary commutative ring, it appears that 
Z;,,(F, G) should h ave a filtration whose associated graded module is 
and this is centainly true for 1 = K and 1 = k - 1. In any event, exchanging 
the roles of F and G in Lemma 4.2, we obtain exact sequences 
k+Z 
‘jDkFOAG~~(F~G)~AG~lijil(FOG)~FOL,”G, 
which in turn tells us that At-l F @ D,-,F @ Ak+t G is contained in Zi,z(F, G). 
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